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Trying to make sense of the horrors of World War II, Death relates the story of Liesel--a
young German girl whose book-stealing and story-telling talents help sustain her family
and the Jewish man they are hiding, as well as their neighbors.
*Following the 30th Anniversary edition of The Legacy comes the thrilling sequel, The
Talisman, from bestselling screenwriter and author of The Dirty Dozen, Lynda La
Plante. The Talisman is the key to a fortune, or so the tradition says. Each new
generation can benefit if they remain selfless enough. Evelyne and Juliana, the fourth
generation, are still haunted by the family's past. Edward inherited his father's looks and his curse - while Alex's quest for revenge will fuel an empire. But a fortune can
make people ruthless - and a family can hit you where it hurts. This is the passionate
story of a family's live and fortunes and the curse that forged their names . . . ***Lynda
La Plante's Widows is now a major motion picture*** Praise for Lynda La Plante 'Lynda
La Plante practically invented the thriller' Karin Slaughter 'Classic Lynda - a fabulous
read' Martina Cole 'Satisfyingly full of twists and turns' The Independent 'A rare ring of
authenticity' Sunday Telegraph 'An absorbingly twisty plot' Guardian
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American Street meets Long Way Down in this searing and gritty debut novel that takes
an unflinching look at the harsh realities of gang life in Jamaica and how far a teen is
willing to go for family. Things can change in a second: The second Frankie Green gets
that scholarship letter, he has his ticket out of Jamaica. The second his longtime crush,
Leah, asks him on a date, he’s in trouble. The second his father gets shot, suddenly
nothing else matters. And the second Frankie joins his uncle’s gang in exchange for
paying for his father’s medical bills, there’s no going back...or is there? As Frankie
does things he never thought he’d be capable of, he’s forced to confront the truth of
the family and future he was born into—and the ones he wants to build for himself.
I regard this book as a duty to honor my grandfather, Andras Lehoczky's memory. My
intention is to present the Legend telling how my ancestor witnessed one of the most
fundamental turn of the Human history: Genghis Khan's vast Mongol empire's rise and
decline, the Muslim world's crisis and beginning of the still ongoing expansion as well
as crumbling of the Roman Church's crusade and political superiority. The stage is
Central & Eastern European Region and the Near East at the time of the crusades.
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Widely regarded as one of the best football books ever written, The Far Corner was a
vivid portrait of the sport in the north-east and of the people who bring such passion to
it. Now, a generation later, Harry Pearson returns to the region to discover how much
things have changed - and how much they have remained the same. In the mid-1990s,
Kevin Keegan brought sporting romance and expectation of trophies to Newcastle,
Sunderland moved the the Stadium of Light backed by a wealthy consortium,
Middlesbrough signed one of the best Brazilians of the era and won their first major
trophy - even little Darlington had a former safe-cracker turned kitchen magnate in
charge, promising the world. The region even provided England's two key players in
Euro 96 in Alan Shearer and Paul Gascoigne - the far corner seemed destined to
become the centre of England's footballing world. But it never happened. Using travels
to and from matches in the 2018-19 season, The Farther Corner will explore the
changes in north-east football and society over the past twenty-five years. Visiting new
places and some familiar ones, catching the stories, the sentiment and the sound of the
supporters, locating where football now sits in the life of a region that was once proud to
be what John Arlott suggested was 'The Hotbed of Soccer', it will be about love and
loss and the happiness to be found eating KitKats and joking about Bobby Mimms on
cold February days in coal-scented northern air. The region may have been left behind
in the Champions League stakes, but few would doubt the power of its beating heart.
Samuel Charters has been studying and writing about New Orleans music for more than fifty
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years. A Trumpet around the Corner: The Story of New Orleans Jazz is the first book to tell the
entire story of a century of jazz in New Orleans. Although there is still controversy over the
racial origins and cultural sources of New Orleans jazz, Charters provides a balanced
assessment of the role played by all three of the city's musical lineages--African American,
white, and Creole--in jazz's formative years. Charters also maps the inroads blazed by the
city's Italian immigrant musicians, who left their own imprint on the emerging styles. The study
is based on the author's own interviews, begun in the 1950s, on the extensive material
gathered by the Oral History Project in New Orleans, on the recent scholarship of a new
generation of writers, and on an exhaustive examination of related newspaper files from the
jazz era. The book extends the study area of his earlier book Jazz: New Orleans, 1885-1957,
and breaks new ground with its in-depth discussion of the earliest New Orleans recordings. A
Trumpet around the Corner for the first time brings the story up to the present, describing the
worldwide interest in the New Orleans jazz revival of the 1950s and 1960s, and the exciting
resurgence of the brass bands of the last decades. The book discusses the renewed concern
over New Orleans's musical heritage, which is at great risk after the catastrophe of Hurricane
Katrina's floodwaters. Samuel Charters, eminent historian of jazz and blues music, is author of
the award-winning The Roots of the Blues and numerous other titles. A resident of Storrs,
Connecticut, and Stockholm, Sweden, he is also a Grammy-winning record producer,
musician, poet, and fiction writer and was inducted into the Blues Hall of Fame in 1994.
Looking for heart-racing romance and high-stakes suspense? Want stories filled with life-anddeath situations that cause sparks to fly between adventurous, strong women and brave,
powerful men? Harlequin® Romantic Suspense brings you all that and more with four new fullPage 4/15
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length titles for one great price every month! COLTON HOLIDAY LOCKDOWN (The Coltons:
Return to Wyoming) By C.J. Miller To save Christmas in Dead River, Dr. Rafe Granger is
working overtime to cure the deadly virus quarantining his hometown—while fighting his
attraction to nurse Gemma Colton. But when someone sabotages their research, can this
reformed bad boy win the day and get the good girl? THE MANSFIELD RESCUE (The
Mansfield Brothers) By Beth Cornelison Falling for smoke jumper Amy Robinson is the last
thing grieving widower Grant Mansfield has in mind. But when his daughter is kidnapped,
Grant and Amy must work together to save his little girl. Now, if only he’ll let Amy rescue his
lonely heart… LETHAL LIESbr>By Lara Lacombe With his cover blown, agent Alexander goes
on the run with the alluring Dr. Jillian Mahoney. Yet with the FBI and a dangerous gang after
them, separating the lies from the truth becomes a matter of the heart. LONE STAR
SURVIVOR By Colleen Thompson When "soldier" Ian Rayford returns from the dead, he can't
remember anything but his former fiancée—PTSD psychologist Andrea. But when someone
from Ian’s hidden past targets Andrea, spy secrets become deadly secrets!
From the Corner of His EyeFrom the Corner of His EyeHeadline
Vera Lights is a former Broadway star whose life has taken a new direction. Now a single
mother living in a hotel in midtown Manhattan with her two young children, Henry and Loretta,
Vera does her best to protect and nurture them, despite her meager resources. Alone after
failed marriages and with seemingly no hope for a career revival, she must rely on her inner
strength to carry her through her exhausting days. While Vera works as a waitress in a
Broadway diner to make ends meet, Henry and Loretta grow up in a dark, challenging world in
which vagrants, pimps and drug dealers own the street corners, police turn a blind eye, and
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tourists avoid Times Square. But as life comes full circle and a resurrection of Broadway and
midtown Manhattan begins, Vera and her children may be able to rise from the depths of
despair and breathe life back into their dreams. Lights is a poignant, sweeping story of revival
as a Broadway actress attempts to restore her hope, faith, and separate destinies for her
family while living in a city marked by hate, ignorance, and poverty.
Chinese edition of Hotel on the corner of bitter and sweet. The story begins with the discovery
of documents of interned WWII Japanese immigrants in the basement of a Seattle hotel. Henry
Lee, a second generation Chinese American, falls in love and marries a Japanese American
girl during the war; thus begins a lifelong conflict between father, who is dead against the
marriage, and son. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
“Nuanced and moving . . . [a] story about the indestructible bonds of family.”—The New York
Times From John Burnham Schwartz, one of the our most compelling and compassionate
writers, comes a riveting novel about the complex, fierce, ultimately inspiring resilience of
families in the face of life’s most difficult and unexpected challenges. Twelve years after a
tragic accident and a cover-up that led to prison time, Dwight Arno, at fifty, is a man who has
started over without exactly moving on. Living alone in California, Dwight manages a sporting
goods store and dates a woman to whom he hasn’t revealed the truth about his past. Then
Sam, Dwight’s estranged college-age son, shows up without warning, fleeing a devastating
incident in his own life. As the two men are forced to confront their similar natures and their halfburied hopes for connection, they must also search for redemption in their attempts to rewrite,
outrun, or eradicate the past. Praise for Northwest Corner “A great American novel.”—Abraham
Verghese “One of the most emotionally commanding novels of the year."—NPR “Exhilarating .
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. . In Schwartz’s hands, the narrative unfolds delicately, each chapter a puzzle piece that fits
seamlessly into the whole. [Grade:] A.”—Entertainment Weekly “A compelling tale of a family . .
. finding their way back together again.”—The Christian Science Monitor “Stark and deeply
affecting . . . Readers will grow to care deeply about whether and how [the characters’] lives
can be redeemed.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) “The masterful Northwest Corner is that
finest of things—a moral novel about mortal events.”—Dennis Lehane
"Jake Avery is a brilliant chemistry professor, gorgeous and screwing up royally. He leaves first
wife Angela and baby girl to marry Helen. She's a professor too - and as beautiful as Jake is
handsome. Helen's also ruthless, hyper-competitive and will sell her soul to obtain money for
her scientific research, even if those with the deep pockets are Rapture-believing evolution
deniers. Jake has to figure out how to put a brake on his downward spiral before he's
completely nano-sized"--Lulu.com.
story, Rob begins to face the aftermath of his and Henry's arrest for loving
Christine Farenhorst once again impresses with her historical research, beautiful stories, and
interesting characters. The tales quickly engage, taking you into the European and British
world at the time of the 1500 and 1600s. The reader will not quickly forget the intriguing people
and the issues of life that are presented. Christians are compelled to think about what living for
Jesus in this world is all about. The stories also force us the reader to deal with the tough
questions of why a good God allows some terrible things to happen in this world and yet come
to see that He is a great and compassionate God. I would highly recommend this volume. Rev.
Al Bezuyen
Boxing's greatest trainer reveals all "The book is written in a highly conversational tone, and by
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the end the reader will know precisely what it is like to listen to the Bill Walsh of boxing hold
court on the exotic art of the cornerman." --New York Times Book Review "[H]ere's one for the
fans: an as-close-up-as-you-can-get view of boxing's biggest, baddest personalities and
poundings." -Men's Journal "The teaming of esteemed boxing trainer Angelo Dundee and Bert
Randolph Sugar, perhaps the best boxing writer around, produces a lively and insightful look at
professional boxing in the second half of the 20th century… His fascinating portraits of Ali,
Leonard and Foreman make this a terrific read." --Library Journal "This book's appeal lies in
Dundee's colorful and punchy personality, as he enlivens the prose with entertaining, Yogi
Berra-like jokes, tautologies and euphemisms. It's no surprise that Dundee helped Ali develop
his famous rhymes." --Publishers Weekly Angelo Dundee was named Manager of the Year by
the Boxing Writers Association in 1968 and 1979. In 1994 he was inducted into the
International Boxing Hall of Fame. He continues to train boxers and has acted as ringside
commentator for many televised fights. Bert Randolph Sugar is the most recognized and wellknown boxing writer in history. The former editor of Ring Magazine and Boxing Illustrated and
publisher of Fight Game magazine, he has written dozens of books on boxing and is a regular
ESPN sports analyst.
"This is one cute, sexy story" - Bell, Book and Candle "Total enjoyment, pure satisfaction" Rendezvous "Humor, wit, and high sensuality" - CompuServe Reviews "Entertaining, quickpaced... Fun!" - Old Book Barn Gazette "Very hot ... Dax and Hannah literally sizzle every time
they're in the same room ... Highly recommend" - Daphne, Kiss Book Reviews For his teenage
son, Wyoming rancher Dax will do anything - even become a role model in the dating
department. Enter the perfect stranger: an Easterner, visiting for just two weeks. But soon
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Hannah, no longer a stranger, becomes the greatest danger of all to a stubbornly solitary
heart. "The last of the Bardville trilogy and I am sad, I don't want it to be the last ... More
please." - 5 star review Finalist for Georgia Romance Writers' Maggie Award ~ ~ ~ If you like
strong women and the men who love them, read THE RANCHER MEETS HIS MATCH to wrap
up the Bardville, Wyoming trilogy Bardville, Wyoming Trilogy: Book 1 - A Stranger in the Family
Book 2 - A Stranger to Love Book 3 - The Rancher Meets His Match. "In book 1. Bodie stole
my heart, in book 2. Cully took my breath away and in book three I fell in love with Dax." - 5
Star review
Barely twenty-one, Wyoming McCord has already killed several men. He chalks it up to being a
poor, grub-line riding cow puncher who got himself in the wrong place at the wrong time,
getting himself in trouble by being caught up in other people’s business. McCord has been
making his own way since his mother died, going from one grubstake to another. With nothing
of his own but his horse and tack and the gun he wears low down on his right hip, McCord is
heading to Arizona to get a start with a clean slate. He plans to find a job and stay put. But a
stop in Santa Fe might just put a hitch in his plans. A chance encounter with a bewitching girl
leaves him longing for a future rather than planning an escape. Annabelle Dixon is immediately
attracted to the charming cowboy, but how can she hold with the constant presence of that big
gun on his hip and all that it implies? And what chance does McCord have of winning the heart
of a girl who believes him capable of murder?
If you delight in the suspense of Stephen King and The Stranger by Harlan Coben chilled you
to the bone (in the best possible way), you'll love From the Corner of His Eye - the classic
thriller by Sunday Times and New York Times bestselling author Dean Koontz. 'Not just a
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master of our darkest dreams but also a literary juggler' - The Times. At thirteen, Bartholomew
regains his sight. How he regains it, why he regains it, and what happens as his amazing life
unfold and entwines with others results in a breathtaking journey of courage, heart-stopping
suspense and high adventure.
On January 19th, 1863, when the spectre of the Great Famine still loomed over the land,
Alexander Irvine was born into dire poverty in the town of Antrim. His parents had broken with
convention and had done the unthinkable in Ireland - they had entered into a 'mixed' marriage.
Anna, his mother, was a Catholic, and Jamie, his father, was an illiterate Protestant
shoemaker. The social stigma of the relationship forced them to leave their native village of
Crumlin to seek a more anonymous existence, away from their respective families and from
the people among whom they had been raised. Their subsequent life together was a story of
penury and hunger, an oppressive and relentless struggle for survival. But, throughout it all,
they had one invaluable gift - a deep love for one another and for the children born of that love.
Despite his bare-footed and hunger-panged start in life, Irvine was destined to make his mark
on the world as a successful minister and author. He learned how to read and write when he
had left his home far behind, but he never forgot the lessons in love and life that he had
learned at his mother's knee. "My Lady of the Chimney Corner" is his loving tribute to her. It is
a book that teaches much and touches the soul. It transcends place and time. This edition, with
the text reset, includes illustrations by George Ogilvy Reid, a new introduction, footnotes and a
glossary of words and phrases.
Summer, fall, winter, and breakup... Slush and mud mix with snow and ice, turning Salmon
Run into a gooey mess. Spring will soon arrive, triggering a return of the local Fish and Games
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officer and inspiring Chance McRoyal to get ready to work his summer gold claim. Also a time
the Callahans hope will bring lodgers. For Sasha and Jacob Neeley it means the tribal "coming
of age" trial. In the midst of the madness, Nanuk and Yenni attempt to fit into the human world
while waiting for rescue. And in the forest, an ancient myth stirs into life… Welcome to Salmon
Run, Alaska! A place of wild animals, wild lands, and wild inhabitants...oh, and native legends
come alive and an interplanetary alien conflict at their backdoor. A fun contemporary science
fiction series for teens, young adults, and adults of all ages. Books in the Salmon Run series in
order: Night of the Aurora Alien Winter The Singing Lakes Secret Illusions Specter of the White
Death Aurora Equinox Breakup - Alaska Style The Legend of Crazy Uncle George Keywords:
Adventure, Young Adult, Science Fiction, Aliens, Spaceships, Alaska, Mystery, Alaskan,
Discovery, Human Wave Science Fiction, Scifi, Small Town, Legends, Lodge, Illusions,
Secrets, Breakup, Myths, Spring, Coming of Age
In a historical moment when cross-cultural communication proves both necessary and difficult,
the work of comparative philosophy is timely. Philosophical resources for building a shared
future marked by vitality and collaborative meaning-making are in high demand. Taking note of
the present global philosophical situation, this collection of essays critically engages the
scholarship of Roger T. Ames, who for decades has had a central role in the evolution of
comparative and nonwestern philosophy. With a reflective methodology that has produced
creative translations of key Chinese philosophical texts, Ames—in conjunction with notable
collaborators such as D.C. Lau, David Hall, and Henry Rosemont Jr.—has brought China’s
philosophical traditions into constructive cross-cultural dialogue on numerous ethical and social
issues that we face today. The volume opens with two parts that share overlapping concerns
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about interpretation and translation of nonwestern texts and traditions. Parts III and
IV—“Process Cosmology” and “Epistemological Considerations”—mark the shift in comparative
projects from the metaphilosophical and translational stage to the more traditionally
philosophical stage. Parts V and VI—“Confucian Role Ethics” and “Classical Daoism”—might
best be read as Chinese contributions to philosophical inquiry into living well or “ethics”
broadly construed. Lastly, Part VII takes Amesian comparative philosophy in “Critical Social
and Political Directions,” explicitly drawing out the broader dimensions of social constitution
and the ideal of harmony. The contributors—scholars working in philosophy, religious studies,
and Asian studies—pursue lines of inquiry opened up by the work of Roger Ames, and their
chapters both clarify his ideas and push them in new directions. They survey the field of
Chinese philosophy as it is taking shape in the wake of Ames’s contributions and as it carries
forward a global conversation on the future of humanity.
This is a novel about men returning to London after fighting in World War I . They find that not
only has the war changed them, but it's also changed the people waiting for them back home.
Each is looking for his "kingdom round the corner" - his chance for happiness that he dreamt of
when fighting in the war.
Take the slap-stick farce of a 1950’s Ealing comedy and update it with a generous portion of
risqué humour – this is the laugh-out-loud comedy novel by Donald Wightman. The Bridgnorth
writer used his own on-train experiences to create his story. ‘I set out to devise an original plot
packed with humour and quirky characters. My own railway industry knowledge provided the
ideal platform for this hilarious, read-between-the-lines comedy novel, Bland Encounter. With a
heritage railway on my own doorstep, a trip along its meandering route would inevitably fire-up
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my imagination and help me to create new ways of thickening the plot.’ Woven through with
gentle humour as well as outbreaks of pure farce, Bland Encounter features an off-the-wall
main character surrounded by a host of amusing supporting roles. Dave Bland is a man
struggling to make a new life after the break up of his marriage. The middle-aged train
manager turns to an internet dating site and soon gets embroiled in intrigue. Is the mysterious
Galina a high-class hooker, a hit woman or simply a lady looking for love? When she arrives in
the UK, he invites her into his home, but complications arise when Galina’s niece appears on
the scene. A sex-trade worker down on her luck, Irina needs a place to stay. With money tight,
old habits die hard, so Dave formulates a plan for Irina and her colleagues to target
Trainspotters who are due in town for a special steam weekend. Chaos ensues when
members of a rival steam railway try to sabotage the event. The mayhem increases when a
train wrecks a nearby Safari Park. Order is eventually restored, but the consequences prove
crucial for the people involved.

She's Sexy In The City. . . Bianca King is living the golden life in metro Georgia with a
booming veterinary practice and a steady string of dates--until her somewhat estranged
father asks for her help in keeping the family ranch afloat. When Bianca returns to her
small South Carolina hometown, she meets the latest threat, neighboring rancher
Kahron Strong, a man with knowing eyes and the body of a gladiator. But this
competition may just do Bianca some good. . . . . .He's Rugged On The Ranch Ever
ambitious, Kahron has his eye on the Kings' ranch--among other things. Bianca rejects
his offer to buy, but he's not one to take no for an answer, even if it comes from the
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sexiest lips he's never kissed. But when a series of dangerous accidents puts the
business and Bianca at risk, Kahron decides the auburn beauty is much more valuable
than her land. As they come together to track the source of the trouble, Bianca will have
to surrender her resolve and her heart to save the ranch. . .and something she cares
about even more.
The year is 1913. Balints father asks him to abandon his brilliant political career to help
save the embattled family conglomerate and the thousands of workers whose
livelihoods depend on it by expanding into the lucrative Ottoman empire. Reluctantly,
Balint accepts and sets off for Smyrna with an old school friend to bid for a large
contract to build railway lines in western Anatolia. But Balint soon realises he has joined
a predatory pack of European firms who are ripping the decaying Ottoman empire apart
to feast on its meat. The Germans are finishing their ambitious Berlin to Baghdad
railway to complete their stronghold over Ottoman Turkey and strengthen their position
in the forthcoming World War. The French, the British and the Italians all have massive
profits to protect and do not look kindly upon newcomer Balint. The Ottomans
themselves are beginning to resent these rapacious Europeans and their limitless
appetite. With allies like snakes, implacable enemies, and deceit in unexpected
corners, what Balint expects to achieve in Smyrna and what he discovers turn out to be
opposites. And with World War I threatening to engulf Turkey, navigating his way to
success becomes an increasingly complexand improbable exercise. In this innovative
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novel, finance, politics, business and philosophy create conflicts of awesome
proportions. Set in a time when empires & states sink into oblivion, new countries
spring up from monarchies that melt, and governments and cultures disappear amid
crisis and war, this historical novel provides a radically new angle on the story of how
man has always been a wolf to man.
The Philosopher's Friend stumbles over meaning in cricket, the front line, and an
afternoon in the sun. In Tales of Detection Waterfall investigates the mysterious nonmurder of Lady Tremend, Alban Belford opens up the dark underbelly of school
management and Declan Hooper is thrown into the strange world of the Village to solve
the riddles of exploding egg-coddlers and religious madness.
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